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3° The given complex function G(t) is defined on L and G(t) e C^CMg, (0*1?'« 1). Besides G(t) ^ 0 t L.
4°
The given complex function S 0 ("t) is defined on L and g (t) e C^(M , k ). 
III. INDEX OP THE PROBLEM
The solution w(z) of the equation ( (2) is reduced to the problem ? + (t) = G(t)0-(t) + gQ(t) e-<°( t) + Sl[t,w + (t),w-(t)] e" w(t) , (6) and the problem (3) to the problem
Thus the index X. of the problem (2), and the index ->«0 of the problem (3) are defined by the formulae
The sum K = ht + v ) may be represented in the form
where X(z) is a fundamental solution of the homogeneous Hi-
Ibert problem for the analytic functions (i.e. X + =G X~). W(z)
has a form of a counterpart of the Cauchy type integral
and V(z) denotes a counterpart of a polynomial.The kernels Qo are completely defined functions satisfying the equation
Let us represent the unknown function w(z) satisfying equation (1) and conditions (2 ), (3) in the form
where W..(z) denotes a function pseudoanalytic in D.
Talcing into account that the function w(z) -being the required solution -and the function WQ(z) must satisfy the condition (2*), we obtain w + (t) = wJ(t)+X + (t) Wj(t) -G(t)Wg(t)+g0(t)+G(t)X~(t)w|(t) «
= G(t)[w;(t) + X _ (t) W+(t)]
and
Comparing equations (15) and (16) we conclude
i.e.' the pseudoanalytic function in D is continuous on L.
The problem to discuss now is to determine a function W^(z) pseudoanalytic in D and continuous on D which satisfies on LQ the following boudary condition
i.e.
where
It ia easy to show that the choice of an arbitrary function V(z) has no influence on the final result, so -without loss of generality -we admit in the formula (11) V(z) s 0. The index of the problem (19) is equal to (10).
Evidently and Cj are arbitrary complex constants. By U(z,t) we have denoted a function uniquely determined for z e D f t e L q , by the coefficients A,B of the equation (1) and by the coefficients of the condition (3).The function H(z t t) is independent of f and H(z,t)e C p _ 2 (M^, kjy) in relation to both variables. The function f* is completely defined by (20) and (11) and belongs to the class Cg(M T * t k r *). It is the consequence of the assumption 6° and of the properties of the solution W Q (z) of the Hilbert problem (l), (2*) and
Thus the integral on the right side of (22) is of the same class. Making use of the first Fredholm thorem we obtain a unique solution of integral equation (22). Since we shall not need its explicit expression anywhere we not quote it and state only that W.,(z) e C tf (S 1 M J .*+ S 2 k r *+ S 3 , S.j M r *+ S^ k ^ + S3) , (25) 
{ X + (T) and the function g[t,w + (t),w"(t)] =» g Q (t) + Sl [t,w + (t),w"(t)]
is Holder continuous on L.
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The 
(t) -lg[t,w + (t),w-(t)J + X + (t)[w2(t) +Wl(t)] , (32) w-(t) » 1 [t,w + (t),w""(t)] + Z-(t)[w2(t) + Wl(t)] . (33)

Substituting w + (t) -w4(t) , w~(t) -w5(t) (34)
we see that the bound|ary value problem (l), (2) We prove the existence of the solution of the system (35) by the Schauder topological method. Thus consider a function space A consisting of all points P(w Q ,w 1 ,w 2 ,w 3 ,4 4 ,w^) where the complex functions w 0 (z), w^Cz), w 2 (z) are defined for each z e D> the complex functions w 4 (t) f w^(t) are defined for each t e L and the real function w^Ct^ is defined for each t o eL Q . Besides the functions Wj, (j=0,1,2,.., 5) are continuous.
The norm of the point P and the distance q of two points P^, P 2 are defined by the formulae
It is easy to show that the space A is a Banach space. We now consider in the space A the set E of all points P for which
where 6 is defined by formula (24) and q^r are positive constants fixed arbitrarily. Evidently, the set E is closed and convex. In view of the form of the system (35) the set E will be transformed to the set E according to the relations: 
